
Mamos of the Kogi, Kaggaba Nation Pagamentos 
Pilgrimage to the North 

Main image - Santa Marta Mountains, Columbia
Insert: Kangerlussauq ice sheet, Greenland



Pagamentos

The Mamos of La Sierra Nevada de Santa Marta, representatives of the Kaggaba Nation in Colombia, have requested to travel to the Arctic 
North starting with Iceland and Greenland this year as part of a long-term commitment to offering Earth Payments (Pagamentos)  to the 

Northern natural sites, to support the balancing of the elements which currently are strongly impacting Climate Change events.  

“The snowy peaks of the North have invited us to come 
to do the pagamentos and help unify the spiritual connection”.

This request that has been received from the highest instruction and in accordance with Original protocol.

This will be the first time that any Mamos have travelled into the Arctic circle. They rarely leave the Santa Marta mountains unless 
they deem it of the utmost importance.

Pagamentos are very specific and ancient prayers that come from one of this planet’s oldest and unbroken traditions. These prayers 
have been used for thousands of years to help keep the earth in balance.

This is the first of an ongoing commitment to visit the North’s Sacred sites with the Mamos, to not only carry out Pagamentos, but to 
foster direct relationship with the Kogi Nation and the Elders of the Arctic. 



Background to the Kaggaba Nation (commonly known as Kogi)

Film: Eight Sacred Staffs from the Kaggaba Nation

Film: From the Heart of the World - The Elder Brother Warning

Introduction to the Kaggaba Nation

https://youtu.be/OkzIGrXXTl4
https://www.filmsforaction.org/watch/from-the-heart-of-the-world-the-elder-brothers-warning/
https://www.atlasofhumanity.org/kogi


The Mamos have been invited to participate in the Annual Arctic Circle Assembly, 19th-21st October in Reykjavik, Iceland. The Assembly brings 
together Indigenous leaders and Youth of the Arctic, Politicians, Scientists and Entrepreneurs that are dedicated to the preservation of its ecosystem 

and original peoples.

Given their instructions to bring their message to and make relationship with the people of the North, it is a convergence of two important and 
harmonic missions.

These relationships will move beyond the assembly into long term educational programs for the Youth through the Arctic Portal, where the 
Kaggaba Nation will be instrumental



Budget
Iceland - 17th-24th October 2023 - 

Coinciding with the Arctic Assembly*

Greenland -  24th - 27th October 2023 

Total Amount Required:

£19,600  / €22,600 / $25,600  

£11,700 / €13,500 / $14,340
  

£32,650 / €37,550 / $39,940



Organising Team 
Eleonora Ascencio Dahl - 
Mexico/Sweden - Circle member of the 
Wisdom Keepers project, consultant for the 
Fountain and Mother Earth Delegation of 
United Original Nations, Staff Holder, 
Spiritual Interpreter, Water Protector and 
Kogi Liaison

Tiana Jacout - English, French and Basque 
- Activist, Artist, Indigenous rights advocate, 
Events Co-ordinator and Weaver.  Water 
Protector.  Extinction Rebellion Founder 

Jeremy Whelehan - Irish award winning 
film director and current creative force and 
producer behind the Wisdom Keepers 
project - insta: @wisdom.keepers 

 Partners

https://www.instagram.com/wisdom.keepers/?hl=en
https://thefountain.earth/
https://motherearthdelegation.com/
https://www.wisdomkeepers.earth/
https://centerforsacredstudies.org/


For further details and information contact Eleonora Ascencio Dahl  galacticaelf@gmail.com or Tiana Jacout  tianajacout@gmail.com

With Gratitude
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